QUARTZ CLOCK
With High Quality Bluetooth Speaker
USER MANUAL

PVNTLCL41BT & PVNTLCL51BT

How to Use
SETTING THE TIME
1. Before inserting the batteries, adjust the time to 12:00 by using the Time Setting knob to rotate the
hands CLOCKWISE.
2. Insert one "AA" size alkaline battery according to the +/- symbols in the battery holder.

3. Adjust the minute hand by using the Time Setting knob. Never turn the hour hand to set the time;
it will turn automatically with the minute hand. Turn the Time Setting knob or move the minute hand
(AFTER the batteries have been installed) so that the hands rotate clockwise
If setting the time for PM, make sure the hour hand passes through 12 o’clock noon until the desired
time is shown. Continue advancing the time until the correct time is shown. The quartz movement is
highly accurate and has been adjusted at the factory for precise time keeping.
Note: BATTERY REPLACEMENT If the clock begins to lose time, chime weakens, or pendulum stops to
swing, this is the sign of weak or exhausted batteries. Replace with new alkaline batteries
The Technical standard for CLOCK MOVEMENT
a.

Precision stairs: +/- 1.0 seconds/day

b.

Working voltage: 1.25V-1.7V

c.

Battery: AA

Parts Included
Your new telephone includes the following items

1-3.5mm jack cable

1-Clock Body

1-Adapter

1-Owner’s manual

1-Warranty card
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How to Use
Before operating the PYLE SPEAKER, please makes sure the adapter is connected and power button is on status

You can connect your Bluetooth phone or other devices to the telephone Bluetooth speaker
1. Connecting the adapter and the telephone Bluetooth will be on status
2. Use your Bluetooth phone or other devices search for the telephone Bluetooth speaker, It will be displayed as PYLE SPEAKER
3. Connect your devices with PYLE SPEAKER, it will pair with the unit automatically
4. Play music on your phone or other devices, sound will come from the speaker via BLUETOOTH
5. AUX external music player
Using the audio cable supplied with the unit, one end connected to the computer, phone or other external audio player device, and the other end connected to the audio input (AUDIO INPUT) to play music
from an external audio device.
6. You can use the VOL+ /VOL- button to adjust the sound level for your devices. Or you can adjust the
music sound via your own phone or other devices.
7. Note:
- The working range for Bluetooth is 10 meter, beyond this distance will result in music stuttering.
- When receiving a phone call, the music will be pause automatically, you can hear your ringtone from
speaker, you can receive incoming calls via your smart phone, finish your calls and shut off your smart
phone to continue your music play.
8. Charge for smart phone/IPod
This unit has a USB charging port. With a standard USB charging cable, connect the USB output terminal
port (CHARGING, see picture above) to charge the phone and iPod. (Output voltage DC 5V-2A)

Care and Maintenance
Use a soft and dry cloth to clean the clock, use wood polish for polishing the wooden parts
1. Protect the clock from high temperatures.
2. Keep the clock free from the dust and moisture; if it gets wet please wipe it dry immediately.
3. Don’t use any kind of chemical or any abrasive powder to clean the cabinet.
4. Don’t use the clock during an electrical storm; a lightning strike can cause serious damage.
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